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Introduction: With the Guided Procedure Authoring in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 you have the 

possibility to create guided procedures to support day-to-day business and IT operations. A guided 

procedure is a sequence of activities to be carried out in a pre-defined order. Some of these 

activities can be automatic activities that can run without manual steps, once kicked off from the 

guided procedure. You have the possibility to create automatic activities and include them in 

guided procedures. This guide describes how to create automatic activities for guided procedures.  

The way how to create an automatic activity ABAP Class didn’t really changed since SAP Solution 

Manager 7.1, which allow a full compatibility between both releases. All objects created in 7.1 

release will still run in 7.2 release.   

The code examples used in this guide are part of the package AGS_SISE_GPA_DEMO.   
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 OVERVIEW OVER AUTOMATIC ACTIVITES   

Automatic activities are activities that can be carried out in a guided procedure without necessary user 

interaction.   

You can carry out several automatic activities in one step. SAP delivers different activities for customers 

to reuse in their custom guided procedures. But nevertheless, you can also create your own automatic 

activity.    

To create an own automatic activity the following steps have to be carried out:   

• Create ABAP class that inherits from CL_SISE_ACTIVITY_AUTO   

• Redefine the method EXECUTE_CONFIGURATION to perform the activity and create the logs 

of the guided procedure’s step   

• Optional: Redefine the method GET_NAV_LINK_NEW to provide a navigation link to jump to an 

application related to this activity.    

You will have to create one class for each automatic activity.   
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In this guide we will use a very simple example. We will create an automatic activity that checks the RFC 

destination SAPOSS in the system, for which we run the guided procedure. Additionally, we will provide 

the user with a navigation link, so he can run the activity manually as well.   

  

  

  

We will show how to use the system context information of the guided procedure to call functions modules 

in the managed system via the READ RFC destination, how to call a transaction in the managed system 

and how to fill the log of the guided procedure step.    

You can access the source code for this example in your SAP Solution Manager system. All example 

code can be found in the package AGS_SISE_GPA_DEMO in the class CL_GPA_AUTO_DEMO.   

CREATE CLASS TO IMPLEMENT AN AUTOMATIC ACTIVITY   

All created automatic activities must inherit from the class CL_SISE_ACTIVITY_AUTO.    

This class contains methods that are necessary to integrate the automatic activity in the guided procedure 

framework and to update the logs.    

Call transaction SE80 and create a new class in customer namespace.    

Make sure your class inherits from the superclass CL_SISE_ACTIVITY_AUTO and save your class.   

    
   

   

After saving you can see the superclass and the inherited methods in the sub tree of your class.   
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Redefine Method EXECUTE_CONFIGURATION   

The framework calls the method EXECUTE_CONFIGURATION when the end-user clicks the “Execute” 

or “Execute All” button in the guided procedure.  So, you need to redefine this method.    

Additionally, the log needs to be updated, after the execution of the activity. This is usually also done in 

this method.   

   

To redefine the method find EXECUTE_CONFIGURATION in the folder “Inherited Methods” and right 

click it. Select “Redefine”.   

   

   
   

The method will then be moved to a new folder called “Redefinitions”   

    
The signature for the method is provided by the framework and should not be changed!   

To be able to hand over the scope of the guided procedure, it has to be retrieved as implemented below:   
method execute_configuration.   data lt_log  
type ags_sise_tt_log.   data lv_status type 

ags_sise_activity_status.   data ls_system type 

ags_sise_s_sysparam.   data lv_dest type 

rfcdes-rfcdest.   data lv_string type string.   

data lt_rfc type standard table of scdtsysrfc.    
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data ls_rfc_read like line of lt_rfc.   data 

lv_check_ok type boolean.   data lv_message 

type string.   data lr_exception type ref to 

cx_root.   
   try.   
      " Retrieve the technical system scope of the guided procedure       

ls_system = cl_sise_scope_access=>one_obj_to_system( is_obj_guid ).     
      " Set to be checked RFC to SAPOSS       lv_dest 

= cl_gpa_auto_demo=>c_saposs.   

   
      " Get the READ rfc destination of the system the guided procedure runs on       

select single * from scdtsysrfc         into ls_rfc_read   
         where sysname = ls_system-lid           
and  purpose = 'CUST_SCOUT'.   

   
      " READ RFC destination found?       if ls_rfc_read is not 

initial.         " Check SAPOSS in managed system          call 
function '/SDF/CHECK_RFC' destination ls_rfc_read-rfcdest            
exporting   
            iv_destination = lv_dest            
importing   
            ev_check_ok    = 

lv_check_ok             ev_message     

= lv_message.     
        " Fill execution log         if lv_check_ok = abap_true.           

message s001(gpa_demo) with lv_dest ls_system-lid into lv_string.          
else.            message e002(gpa_demo) with lv_dest ls_system-lid into 
lv_string.          
endif.   
        " No READ RFC destination found write error       

else.   
        message e003(gpa_demo) with ls_system-lid into lv_string.       endif.   

   
      " Add in logs       append 

add_sy_to_log( ) to lt_log.   

   
      " Fill execution status       lv_status = 

get_status_from_log( lt_log ).     
      " Write execution result into log        
save_log_and_status(         it_log        
= lt_log         iv_status    = lv_status         

iv_scope_obj = is_obj_guid ).   
     catch cx_sise_model cx_sise_log into  
lr_exception.   
      " Log   
      

cl_sise_lt=>log_exception(         im_c 

aller       = me   
        im_exception    = lr_exception    " Abstract Superclass for All Global 

Exceptions        ).   endtry. endmethod.   
In our example we check the SAPOSS RFC destination from the managed system for which we run the 

guided procedure.   

As a last step we set the status and the log texts for the activity. This is a very important step, to provide 

the end-user with feedback on the success or failure of the automatic activity!   

You may want to create an own message class for the messages related to your automatic activity but 

you can also reuse SAP delivered messages classes.   

   

Optional: Redefine Method GET_NAV_LINK_NEW   

If you want to provide the user with a link to jump to the respective tool to check the RFC on his own, you 

also need to implement the method GET_NAV_LINK_NEW.    
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This method makes sure a link is created in the column “Navigation” of the automatic activities table.   

The navigation link is usually created in the URL Generation Framework Application Manager.    

You can reuse existing URL Applications or you can create your own one (see below the link to the 

application). In our example we will reuse the application GENERIC_TRANS_ST to jump-in into 

transaction SM59 in the satellite system.    

To open the URL Generation Framework Application Manager, call the URL:    

http://<solman-host>:<solman-port>/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/urlapi_app_manager.   

   

The URL Application GENERIC_TRANS_ST requires the parameter ~transaction that defines the 

transaction to be called:   

   
You have to redefine the GET_NAV_LINK_NEW method to provide the link to the guided procedure.   

   
   

      

Since we want to run the transaction in the managed system, the system the guided procedure runs on, 

we have to get this information for the URL application framework first and call the URL application with 

the required parameters:   
method get_nav_link_new.   data lt_param type tt_urlapi_params.   

data ls_param like line of lt_param.   data ls_system type 

ags_sise_s_sysparam.   data lr_technical_system type ref to 

cl_diagls_technical_system.   data lv_system_context type 

surlapi_system_context.   data lr_base_landscape type ref to 

cl_diagls_base_landscape.   data lr_exception type ref to cx_root.   
   try.   
      " Get the Technical System       ls_system = 

cl_sise_scope_access=>one_obj_to_system( iv_obj_guid ).   
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      " Get technical system context for URL APP manager       if 

iv_obj_guid-scope_obj is bound.   
        " Landscape API object?         if 

iv_obj_guidscope_obj->is_landscape_object( ) eq abap_true.            " 
Downcast           lr_base_landscape ?= iv_obj_guid-scope_obj.   

   
          " Technical System object?           if 

cl_diagls_util=>is_technical_system( lr_base_landscape ) eq abap_true.   
            "  Downcast             lr_technical_system ?= lr_base_landscape.   

   
            " Assign             move-corresponding lr_technical_system-  
>get_ts_structure( ) to lv_system_context-technical_system.             

lv_system_context-technical_system-technical_system = lr_technical_system.           

endif.         endif.       endif.    
      " Call URL application to jump into transaction SM59 in the managed system       

re_urlapi_application  = 

cl_urlapi_application_manager=>get_application(         im_system_context = 

lv_system_context         im_app_id = 'GENERIC_TRANS_ST' ).   

   
      " Add Transaction parameter       ls_param-

param_key   = '~transaction'.       ls_param-param_value 

= '*SM59'.        

append ls_param to lt_param.   

   
      "  Set  URL  parameter       

re_urlapi_application->set_parameters( lt_param ).   
     catch cx_diagls_retrieve_exception into lr_exception.    " Raised if an unexpected  

er ror occurs while retrieving data.   
      " Log       

cl_sise_lt=>log_exception(         im 

_caller       = me          im_exception    = lr_exception    " Abstract Superclass for 
All Global Exceptions   
      ).   endtry.  

endmethod.    

After everything is done, save and activate your class.   

      

INTEGRATE AUTOMATIC ACTIVITY IN THE GUIDED PROCEDURE   

The last step is to integrate your new activity in your custom guided procedure.    

Call the transaction GPA_ADMIN to open the Guided Procedures Browser (GPB.)    

To add the automatic activity, go into your standard step and select the tab ‘Automatic Activities’.   

Click the button “New” to add the automatic activity.   
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Enter a name for your activity “Check SAP OSS RFC Destination” and enter the class you created for 

this activity. In this example we select the class “CL_GPA_AUTO_DEMO”.   

Remark: You will only find your class in the input help, if it inherits from the correct “Superclass” as 

described above.   

   
Your activity shows up in the list of automatic activities.   

You can now add an activity help text by clicking on the “New” button.    
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Now you can test your guided procedure by clicking on the “Preview” button.   

 

To test the automatic activity we created, you have to provide a valid system context, as it runs in the 

managed system.    

 

To do this, call the WorkCenter (transaction SM_WORKCENTER) or the standalone application 

(transaction GPA_ADMIN) and select the right Application Area where you built your Guided Procedure.    

In our case we created a guided procedure for Application Area = Technical Administration.   

If you chose to start the transaction SM_WORKCENTER, then open “Technical Administration” by 

selecting the tile called “Technical Administration Work Center”. Select “Guided Procedures  

Management”. Select a system to test and click “Guided Procedure” drop down list and select “Start 

New Window”.   

Make sure the system you select fits in the selection criteria for your guided procedure you defined when 

creating it. Then you can see the guided procedure in the Guided Procedure Browser for the system.   

Select your guided procedure and select the “Execute” button.   

The guided procedure runs with the context of the selected system.    

You can now run your automated activity by clicking “Execute All” or by selecting it and clicking “Execute 

Selected”   

   

The activity should be executed and the log should be filled with the correct information.   
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You can also test the navigation link to the managed system.   

It should open the transaction you added in the program code in the Web GUI in the managed system.   
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